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It’s home to the world’s most famous ancient cities, monuments and 
tombs. But these exquisite relics are just the tip of the iceberg. All 
over Egypt lie hundreds more – abandoned. From strange ritual 
temples cut into Nile cliffs, to vast sacred pyramids deep in the 
desert. Eerie lost tombs covered in strange texts, to tunnel networks 
with mummified remains. Even ancient engineering hidden amidst 
Cairo’s bustling streets. What secrets do they hold? Hidden 
chambers? Booby traps? Secret passages? Tomb robber tales? Cryptic 
texts? Skeletons?

In this gripping new series we explore these abandoned sites. It’s an 
adventure that will unearth their connection to the greatest icons of 
ancient Egypt, from Tut to Cleopatra, Giza to the Valley of the Kings…

Every episode will feature three stories, each utterly different from the 
last. The episodes will be driven by dramatic on-the-ground flashlight 
investigation led by expert adventurers. They’ll conduct high-adrenalin 
exploration to unearth Ancient Egypt’s greatest hidden sites, including 
pyramids, crypts, tombs, secret chambers and hidden tunnels.

Each story will have a central mystery at its core. Who are the mystery 
nobles expelled from Giza’s prestigious cemetery, found buried in 
4,500 year-old tunnels? Why does a pitch-black labyrinth stretch for 
miles below Egypt’s first pyramid? Who is buried in the bat-filled 
tombs of the Valley of the Kings workers village? What’s the meaning 
of ancient texts found in the tomb of a lost High Priest of Amun? Why 
was a teenage girl found buried squatting beneath the grand Meidum
Pyramid? Who mummified the headless crocodiles found in the 
catacombs of Gebel El-Silsila?

High-octane flashlight investigations, gripping mysteries, real 
adventure – Abandoned Egypt.
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THE FORMAT
Each episode will feature three mystery-driven stories. One will be an A story, split across three parts. A stories will 
be told through flashlight investigation led by an explorer archaeologist. We’ll see them descend into 
underground tunnels, climb into eery caves and search abandoned tombs to get to the bottom of each mystery. 
Every episode will start and conclude with the A story, which will be chosen to ensure it has at least five twists and 
turns that warrant returning to it. We will always leave the story on a cliff-hanger, and each A story will have a clear 
strong pay-off. 

Each episode’s two other stories will be told through location filming, supplemented by extensive archive 
accessed through Blink’s deal with Getty to enable sumptuous production value. This will include spectacular GVs, 
sunsets over the famous monuments, timelapse, and drone shots, all to maximise production value. 

For each investigation, we will make strong connections to the most famous names of ancient Egypt: Tut, 
Cleopatra, Ramses etc,  And we’ll draw connections with Egypt’s most stunning ancient treasures.  

We’ll support the narrative and information release with studio-based expert interviews, shedding light on each of 
the mysteries. 

And explainer graphics will help clarify each story – for instance, to show how booby traps were deployed, the 
location of a secret chamber, or how underground passages link pyramids together.
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SAMPLE STORIES

VALLEY OF THE KINGS TOMB - Who is buried here?

In the shadow of Egypt’s iconic valley, we abseil into a deep, 
cobwebby, mummy-filled tomb. Hundreds of bats fly overhead, whilst 
below, our adventurer explores the tomb by flashlight.  They confront 
human remains.  They discover that they were the builders of Egypt’s 
famous royal graveyard.  Their worn bones reveal just how hard life 
was for them.   But why were they buried with cats?
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HUMAN SACRIFICE GRAVEYARD – How and why were these 
people killed?

We’ll tunnel beneath the sand to the burial crypts for Egypt’s first 
pharaohs, the founding fathers of the Egyptian empire. Here hides a 
troubling crime scene… Dozens of bodies – many young, all buried at 
the same time.   The flashlight picks out evidence of a mass human 
sacrifice.    But why?   We follow the clues to reveal the eerie 
revelations that these were the king’s servants, killed to serve the 
pharaohs in the afterlife.

FIRST PYRAMID TUNNELS - Why did the Ancient Egyptians 
start building pyramids?

We’ll lose ourselves in a pitch-black tunnel labyrinth stretching for 
miles below Egypt’s iconic Stepped Pyramid – the first pyramid of the 
Ancient Egyptians. Unveiling false doors designed to thwart tomb 
robbers, we unlock the mystery of why the Egyptians suddenly began 
building these iconic stone structures. 
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CLEOPATRA’S FORGOTTEN TEMPLE – Does this hide the secrets of 
Egypt’s demise? 

Our explorer races across the Sahara by dune buggy. They arrive at the 
crumbling walls and shadowed sanctuaries of Dendera temple. Our flashlight 
scans across darkened limestone engravings that depict Queen Cleopatra. 
Alongside topple-down columns and abandoned obelisks, a chapel hiding 
Roman insignia.  What clues can it give about Cleopatra?  And how she and 
her mighty Egyptian Empire finally met its end?

TEEN MURDER PYRAMID – What is story behind the murdered girl? 

The Meidum Pyramid was an early attempt at a pyramid.  Pulling back the 
creepers to get inside, our investigator explores passageways, a vault, a 
chamber, and their flashlight reveals the burial site of a thirteen-year-old child, 
found in a crouched position with two bull heads nearby.  Was she the victim of 
a sacrifice to the gods?   And how does this link to one of Egypt’s oldest 
pyramids?

TOMB OF THE HIGH PRIESTS - What do their lost texts mean?

Luxor was the ancient city from where Tut and his dynasty ruled Egypt. 
Dodging deadly snakes and spiders, we climb down into an ancient acropolis 
close to the city. The flashlight makes out text on the walls. It hints at the 
power and artistic prowess of Egypt’s ‘Black Pharaohs’, who ruled half a 
century after Tut. What can be gleaned from the paintings on the tomb and 
the remains?   What does it tell us these mystery who conquered Egypt from 
the south and unified the country for the first time in three hundred years?

GIZA PYRAMID NECROPOLIS – Who are the mystery officials expelled 
from the pyramid’s secret tombs?

We’ll crawl through dust and cobwebs into a hidden network of 4,500 year old 
tombs, the prestigious cemetery of Egypt’s greatest pyramid. Here, in 2019, 
two mysterious bodies were found. We’ll launch a cold case manhunt to try 
and uncover the dark story of why these two elite mummies were expelled 
from the main cemetery.   Who were they?  And what had they done wrong?



THE BENT PYRMAID - Why is it slanted? 
Arriving by Jeep at night across the Sahara, we see 
the contours of the pyramid of Khufu’s father. 
Unlike all other pyramids in Egypt, its sides are 
mysteriously bent. Going inside by flashlight, our 
investigator delves into the mystery.  Why are 
some vaults bizarrely shaped?   What possessed 
the architect of this pyramid to create such a 
puzzling layout? What secrets played out here?  
We reveal how the builders averted an epic 
disaster.

NILE-SIDE NECROPOLIS - What is the 
meaning of the grave of the headless crocs? 

We’ll rappel down into the murky tombs of 
stunning Nile-side necropolis Gebel el Silsila, the 
final resting place of the builders of Egypt’s most 
illustrious monuments like the Karnak Temple.  By 
flashlight we see strange skeletons alongside piles 
of human remains.  When the beam is still, three 
mummified crocodiles emerge.  But what are they 
doing here?  An why are they headless? 

CAIRO’S STONE CAVERN - Why was it 
built?
In Egypt’s capital, we abseil down an ancient 
vertical tunnel that leads straight to the Nile.   Our 
explorer has access to one of the mysterious so-
called Nilometers.  Their flashlight picks out odd 
shapes, as wild animals scuttle out of the way.   
What were these unusual passageways designed 
for? Why were they so important to Pharaohs like 
Cleopatra?  Is there evidence they could predict 
the future?  And is it ancient science or witchcraft?  
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POTENTIAL EXPERT EXPLORERS

DR. CHRIS NAUNTON

Chris is a British Egyptologist who is 
Director of the Egypt Exploration Society. 
He has appeared in dozens of UK, US and 
international documentaries and has 
spent years exploring Egypt’s long lost 
sites and treasures.

PROF. SALIMA IKRAM

Salima is a Pakistani born Egyptologist 
who is Distinguished Professor at The 
American University in Cairo. She is one of 
the leading on-screen explorers of ancient 
Egypt, where she can be seen descending 
into tombs, analysing bones and getting 
to grups with her favourite fascination -
animal mummies.

DR. RAMADAN HUSSEIN 

Ramadan is an English speaking Egyptian 
Egyptologist who most recently fronted 
Netflix’s Secrets of the Saqqara Tomb. As 
a distinguished archaeologist from 
Germany’s University of Tübingen, he has 
made a name for himself as the expert 
who tunnels into forgotten tombs to 
discover abandoned ancient treasure. 

DR. BOB BIANCHI

Bob is an American Egyptologist who has 
been at the forefront of Egyptian 
exploration for decades. He has fronted 
documentaries for audiences around the 
globe. A specialist in ancient art, he’ll 
unveil the secret connection of every new 
discovery to Egypt’s greatest rulers.

DR. REBECCA BRADSHAW

Rebecca is a British Egyptologist and 
world-leading archaeologist who 
specialises in unearthing ancient artefacts 
in some of the world’s most dangerous 
places. She has worked in post-conflict 
zones in Sudan and Iraq, and appeared in 
documentaries for PBS, Discovery, 
Channel 5 and Sky History UK.

DR. JEFF ROSE

Jeff is an American archaeologist who 
achieved fame as one of National 
Geographic’s 2021 Emerging Explorers. 
He has appeared in a host of 
documentaries as an expert explorer 
heading into abandoned ancient sites in 
Africa and the Arabian peninsula.
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WHY BLINK?
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Blink Films are one of the world’s leading 
production companies covering Ancient Egyptian 
stories.

Highlights over the last few years include:

△ Treasures Decoded, seven seasons, 44 x 60’ for 
the Smithsonian Network, Channel 5, SBS and 
BBCWW. Many of these stories are about Egypt.

△ BAFTA Best Factual Film for Mummifying 
Alan, Nat Geo and Channel 4.

△ Silver Pharaoh special for PBS and Nat Geo.

△ Strangest Things, about to premiere on 
Science Channel, History UK, and Welt, with 
many Egypt stories.

△ Decoding The Great Pyramid for Nova/PBS.

△ Valley of the Kings: The Lost Tombs for 
Discovery.

△ Ultimate Tut, 2 hour special for Nat Geo.

△ Tut’s Treasures, Nat Geo and Channel 5.
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